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FITTING INSTRUCTIONS FIT1013 

PLEASE READ INSTRUCTIONS COMPLETELY BEFORE INSTALLATION 
  

MERCEDES SPRINTER 2018+     P/N BG593 
 

 
 
 

1. Open the bonnet and put the Bonnet Guard in place ensuring that it is centrally located.  

Remove the Bonnet Guard. 

2. Note 2 holes in the lower tabs of the 

Bonnet Guard that coincide with the 2 
large holes in the underside of bonnet. 

 

 
 
 

3. Remove the “top” screw and washer from each pre-assembled bracket, leaving bottom 

screw attached to bracket pair.  (ie “top” screw in diagram only to be removed). 

4. Position 1 pair of brackets either side of each large steel hole on underside of bonnet. 

 Loosely tighten in position using the bottom screw. 

5. Position Bonnet Guard on hood and fasten under hood by inserting the removed “top” 

screw through the Bonnet Guard, also using the washer. 

6. When positioned correctly, firmly tighten each of the “bottom” screw. 

7. Stick the anti-abrasive tape on edge of bonnet where 4 plastic fastening clip secures the 

Bonnett Guard near the fenders. 

8. It is the drivers responsibility to regularly check that the Bonnet Guard never touches the 

bonnet. Replacement parts are readily available from the Distributor. 
 The Bonnet Guard should not come into contact with the bonnet paintwork at any time. 
 
 

Bonnet adjustment:  After fitment of Bonnet Guard, it is important to check if there is sufficient room between the 
bonnet and the grille.  Close bonnet slowly to determine if room is sufficient.  If doubtful, it is advisable to adjust the 
bonnet stops to allow more room. 
 

CLOSE THE BONNET BY DROPPING FROM 6" HEIGHT.   
ASSIST CLOSURE ONLY BY PRESSING ON THE BONNET. 

NEVER PRESS ON THE BONNET GUARD. 
 

Wash acrylic with a mild soap and luke warm water solution, using a clean soft cloth or sponge. 
No authorization by or association with any automobile manufacturer is implied. 
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